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On sutured Floer homology and
the equivalence of Seifert surfaces

MATTHEW HEDDEN

ANDRÁS JUHÁSZ

SUCHARIT SARKAR

The goal of this paper is twofold. First, given a Seifert surface R in the 3–sphere,
we show how to construct a Heegaard diagram for the sutured manifold S3.R/

complementary to R , which in turn enables us to compute the sutured Floer homology
of S3.R/ combinatorially. Secondly, we outline how the sutured Floer homology
of S3.R/ , together with the Seifert form of R , can be used to decide whether two
minimal genus Seifert surfaces of a given knot are isotopic in S3 . We illustrate our
techniques by showing that the knot 83 has two minimal genus Seifert surfaces up
to isotopy. Furthermore, for any n � 1 we exhibit a knot Kn that has at least n

nonisotopic free minimal genus Seifert surfaces.

57M27; 57R58

1 Introduction

It is well-known that every knot in the three-sphere bounds an embedded orientable
surface. The various surfaces which a given knot bounds are called Seifert surfaces and
play an important role in knot theory and low-dimensional topology as a whole. Given
a knot K , the minimum genus of any Seifert surface for K is called the genus of K .
The genus of a knot is a fundamental invariant, and minimal genus Seifert surfaces tell
us a lot about the topological and geometric properties of a knot. In particular, the only
knot of genus zero is the unknot.

Sutured manifolds were defined by Gabai [5] to study the genera of knots and links.
Roughly speaking, a sutured manifold is a pair .M;  /, where M is a compact oriented
3–manifold with boundary,  is a set of thickened oriented simple closed curves in @M
that splits @M into two parts RC. / and R�. /; finally,  is oriented as the boundary
of RC. /. Here the components of  are called sutures. Given a Seifert surface R in
S3 , one obtains a sutured manifold S3.R/D .M;  / by taking M D S3 n Int.R� I/

and  D @R�I . A sutured manifold is called balanced if �.RC. //D�.R�. //, the
manifold M is irreducible and every component of @M contains at least one suture.
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Sutured Floer homology is an invariant of balanced sutured manifolds introduced by
the second author in [11] that generalizes the Ozsváth–Szabó invariants of closed
3–manifolds and links; see Ozsváth and Szabó [24; 25; 27] and Rasmussen [28]. A
key feature of the Ozsváth–Szabó invariants is their ability to detect the genus of a
knot K . The proof of this fact utilized sutured manifolds, but only so much as they
were instrumental in providing taut foliations which allowed contact geometric and
symplectic techniques to be employed [24].

With the advent of sutured Floer homology, a precise relationship between Gabai’s
machinery and Heegaard Floer homology has now been established; see the second
author’s [11; 12; 13]. Moreover, the genus detection of knot Floer homology has an
elegant reinterpretation in this theory which we briefly explain.

In [12] it was shown that

SFH.S3.R//Š bHFK .K;g.R//:

Here, the right hand side is the knot Floer homology group of K supported in Alexander
grading g.R/; see [25]. This isomorphism was then used, together with further
properties of SFH and results of Gabai, to reprove (among many other things) the fact
that knot Floer homology detects the genus. A striking aspect of this new proof is that
it completely bypasses the four-dimensional methods which were originally used.

Even though SFH.S3.R// is isomorphic to the top term of knot Floer homology
bHFK .K;g.R//, the former carries a grading along relative Spinc –structures on M .

Note that Spinc.M;  / is an affine space over H1.M /, so the reader is free to regard
this as a relative H1.M / grading. Given a knot K , this grading does depend on the
choice of Seifert surface for K ; see Altman [2]. One of the goals of this paper is to
determine SFH.S3.R// together with the Spinc –grading. The only missing step is to
construct a Heegaard diagram for the sutured manifold S3.R/. From there, the sutured
Floer homology can be computed using a generalization of the Sarkar–Wang algorithm
described in [12].

Note that for a Spinc –structure s 2 Spinc.M;  / and for a fixed homology orientation
of H�.M;R�. // the group SFH.M; ; s/ is Z2 –graded. It was shown in Friedl,
Juhász and Rasmussen [4] that �.SFH.M; ; s//D T.M; /.s/, where

T.M; /W Spinc.M;  / �! Z

is a type of relative Turaev torsion that is easy to compute using Fox calculus. Further-
more, if R is the Seifert surface of an alternating knot in S3 , then by [4, Corollary 6]
the group SFH.S3.R/; s/ is either zero or Z, so it is completely determined by the
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torsion TS3.R/.s/. This provides another method for computing SFH.S3.R// when
the knot @R is alternating.

It is natural to ask what information SFH.S3.R// carries about the Seifert surface
R. Our second aim is to show that the Spinc –grading on SFH.M;  /, together with
the Seifert form of R, can be used to distinguish two minimal genus Seifert surfaces
of a given knot. Of course, we have to first specify what kind of equivalence we are
using. There are several natural candidates and many examples are known of knots with
inequivalent Seifert surfaces for each notion; see Alford [1], Eisner [3], Kakimizu [14;
15], Kobayashi [16] and Lyon [18]. One could say that the Seifert surfaces R1 and R2

of a knot K are equivalent if

(1) S3 nR1 and S3 nR2 are homeomorphic,

(2) the sutured manifolds S3.R1/ and S3.R2/ are homeomorphic,

(3) there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of S3 taking R1 to R2 (weak
equivalence),

(4) R1 and R2 are isotopic in the knot complement (strong equivalence).

Each of the above notions is stronger than the previous one. For us, weak and strong
equivalence seem to be the most natural, we will discuss these further in Section 4. Note
that the weak equivalence classes are the quotient of the strong equivalence classes by
the action of the mapping class group of the knot complement. Together with normal
surface theory, this provides an algorithm to classify minimal genus Seifert surfaces
of a given knot up to weak equivalence: list all minimal genus surfaces in the knot
complement (possibly with multiplicities), solve the isotopy problem and determine the
action of the mapping class group of the knot complement on the strong equivalence
classes.

The above algorithm is rather impractical to implement by hand and it is useful to
have an invariant which can quickly determine if two minimal genus Seifert surfaces
are weakly equivalent. To this end, the sutured Floer homology SFH.S3.R//, and
often the much simpler relative torsion invariant TS3.R/ , can distinguish surfaces
up to equivalence (2). There are Seifert surfaces, however, whose complementary
sutured manifolds are homeomorphic but which are not weakly equivalent. Indeed,
the surfaces of Theorem 1.1 below fall into this category. To detect this distinction,
we must account for how RC. / and R�. / are glued together. The Seifert form of
R contains information about this gluing, and used in conjunction with the torsion
TS3.R/ , we can often effectively distinguish Seifert surfaces up to weak equivalence.
Of course, the combination of SFH with the Seifert form provides a more powerful
technique, but is harder to implement.
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Let us now outline our method. The difference between any two Spinc –structures
supporting nonzero sutured Floer homology yields an element of H1.M /. This element
can be explicitly identified from the Heegaard diagrams we produce. However, it is
difficult to determine whether ˛1 2H1.M1/ and ˛2 2H1.M2/ presented by Heegaard
diagrams for M1 and M2 , respectively, are identical (in the presence of an assumed
equivalence between M1 and M2 ). In the present context, the key observation is that
H1.S

3 n Int.R� I// Š H1.R/. This isomorphism equips the former group with a
bilinear form; namely, the Seifert form on R. We can use this form to distinguish
elements of H1.S

3nInt.Ri�I// obtained as differences of Spinc –structures supporting
nontrivial Floer homology. Distinguishing these elements, in turn, shows that the sutured
manifolds are not equivalent and hence the Seifert surfaces are not isotopic.

To illustrate our algorithm of drawing Heegaard diagrams of Siefert surface comple-
ments, and also our method to distinguish two minimal genus Seifert surfaces of a
knot up to weak equivalence, we show that the knot 83 has precisely two minimal
genus Seifert surfaces R1 and R2 up to weak equivalence. Of course, in such a
simple example other techniques could be applied, but we find this example particularly
enlightening due to the fact that the complementary sutured manifolds S3.R1/ and
S3.R2/ are homeomorphic. Thus both SFH and the Seifert form have to be used
to distinguish R1 and R2 . In this example, the torsion would have sufficed; see
[4, Example 8.3]. However, we still compute SFH to demonstrate how to draw the
Heegaard diagrams. Employing the same techniques, we get the following.

Theorem 1.1 For any n � 1, there exists a knot Kn with free Seifert surfaces
fF0; : : : ;Fng, such that Fi is not isotopic to Fj for any i ¤ j .

We conclude by pointing out that the first version of this paper appeared some time
before [2] and [4], and part of the original motivation was the question (resolved in [2])
of whether the Spinc –grading on SFH.S3.R// depends on the minimal genus Seifert
surface R.
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2 Preliminaries

Sutured manifolds were introduced by Gabai in [6]. They provide a natural frame-
work for constructing taut foliations on three-manifolds via inductive cut-and-paste
procedures. The motivation for taut foliations, in turn, is that they tell us about the
Thurston norm [30] of three-manifolds. In particular, they can be used to determine the
genera of knots. Sutured Floer homology is a generalization of Ozsváth–Szabó Floer
homology to an invariant of sutured manifolds, and was defined the second author in
[11]. Its definition and study were motivated by a desire to clarify and further explore
connections between the Ozsváth–Szabó invariants and Gabai’s theory hinted at by the
results in [24]. In particular, a primary goal was to show that knot Floer homology
detects fibered knots; see Ghiggini [10], Ni [21; 22] and the second author’s [12; 13].

In this section, we begin by briefly recalling some basic notions from the theory of
sutured manifolds. We then discuss sutured Floer homology, paying particular attention
to sutured Heegaard diagrams. These diagrams are the input for the sutured Floer
homology invariants. Special focus will be given to sutured Heegaard diagrams adapted
to a decomposing surface and the way in which decomposition of sutured manifolds is
understood in terms of these diagrams.

We refer the reader to Gabai [6; 7; 9] for more details on sutured manifolds, and to
[11; 12] for details on sutured Floer homology.

2.1 Sutured manifolds

The cornerstone of Gabai’s machinery is the notion of a sutured manifold.

Definition 2.1 A sutured manifold .M;  / is a compact oriented 3–manifold with
boundary, .M; @M /, together with a set  � @M of pairwise disjoint annuli A. / and
tori T . /. Furthermore, the interior of each component of A. / contains a suture, ie
a homologically nontrivial oriented simple closed curve. We denote the union of the
sutures by s. /.

Finally, every component of R. /D @M n Int. / is required to be oriented. Define
RC. / (respectively R�. /) to be those components of @M n Int. / whose normal
vectors point out of (respectively into) M . The orientation on R. / must be coherent
with respect to s. /, ie if ı is a component of @R. / and is given the boundary
orientation, then ı must represent the same homology class in H1. / as some suture.

Definition 2.2 Two sutured manifolds .M1; 1/; .M2; 2/ are said to be equivalent if
there is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism f W M1!M2 which restricts to an
orientation-preserving diffeomorphism between R.1/ and R.2/.
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Definition 2.3 A sutured manifold .M;  / is called balanced if M has no closed
components, �.RC. //D �.R�. // and the map �0.A. //! �0.@M / is surjective.

The following two examples can be found in [8].

Example 2.4 Let R be a compact oriented surface with no closed components. Then
there is an induced orientation on @R. Let M D R � I , define  D @R � I and
finally put s. / D @R� f1=2g. The balanced sutured manifold .M;  / obtained by
this construction is called a product sutured manifold.

Example 2.5 Let Y be a closed connected oriented 3–manifold and let R� Y be a
compact oriented surface with no closed components. We define a sutured manifold
Y .R/D .M;  / to be the sutured manifold where M D Y n Int.R�I/, with the suture
 D @R� I . Furthermore s. /D @R� f1=2g.

From the perspective of Floer homology, the following example is also quite relevant.

Example 2.6 Let K � Y be a knot, and let Y2n.K/D .M; 2n/ denote the sutured
manifold with M D Y n �.K/ the knot exterior and s.2n/ consisting of 2n parallel
copies of the meridian of K , with orientations alternating.

The key to Gabai’s inductive procedures is the concept of a sutured manifold decompo-
sition, which we now recall. See [6, Definition 3.1] and [9, Correction 0.3]. We begin
with the notion of a decomposing surface.

Definition 2.7 Let .M;  / be a sutured manifold. A decomposing surface is an
oriented, properly embedded surface S �M , such that no component of @S bounds a
disk in R. / and no component of S is a disk D with @D � R. /. Moreover, for
every component � of S \  one of (1)–(3) holds:

(1) � is a properly embedded nonseparating arc in  satisfying j�\ s. /j D 1.

(2) � is a simple closed curve in an annular component A of  in the same homology
class as A\ s. /.

(3) � is a homotopically nontrivial curve in a torus component T of  , and if ı is
another component of T \S , then � and ı represent the same homology class
in H1.T /.
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A decomposing surface S defines a sutured manifold decomposition, denoted

.M;  /
S
///o/o/o .M 0;  0/ ;

where

M 0
DM n Int.N.S//;

 0 D . \M 0/[N
�
S 0C\R�. /

�
[N

�
S 0�\RC. /

�
;

RC.
0/D

�
.RC. /\M 0/[S 0C

�
n Int. 0/;

R�.
0/D

�
.R�. /\M 0/[S 0�

�
n Int. 0/:

Here S 0C (respectively S 0� ) is the component of @N.S/\M 0 whose normal vector
points out of (respectively into) M 0 .

Remark 2.8 In other words, the sutured manifold .M 0;  0/ is constructed by splitting
M along S , creating RC.

0/ by adding S 0C to what is left of RC. / and creating
R�.

0/ by adding S 0� to what is left of R�. /. Finally, one creates the annuli of  0

by “thickening” RC.
0/\R�.

0/.

The following lemma indicates that Examples 2.5 and 2.6 are connected by a sutured
manifold decomposition.

Lemma 2.9 Suppose that R is a Seifert surface for a knot K � Y . Then

Y2n.K/
R
///o/o/o Y .R/ :

2.2 Sutured Floer homology

We can associate to a balanced sutured manifold a collection of abelian groups, called
the sutured Floer homology groups [11]. These groups are the homology groups of a
chain complex, which is defined by a sutured Heegaard diagram. Sutured Heegaard
diagrams generalize Heegaard diagrams of closed 3–manifolds so that we can also
describe sutured manifolds.

Definition 2.10 A sutured Heegaard diagram is a tuple .†;˛;ˇ/, where † is a
compact oriented surface with boundary and ˛Df˛1; : : : ; ˛m g and ˇDfˇ1; : : : ; ˇn g

are two sets of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves in Int.†/.

Every sutured Heegaard diagram .†;˛;ˇ/ uniquely defines a sutured manifold .M;  /

using the following construction: Let M be the 3–manifold obtained from † � I
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by attaching 3–dimensional 2–handles along the curves ˛i � f0g and ǰ � f1g for
i D 1; : : : ;m and j D 1; : : : ; n. The sutures are defined by taking  D @M � I and
s. /D @M � f1=2g.

Definition 2.11 A sutured Heegaard diagram .†;˛;ˇ/ is called balanced if j˛jD jˇj
and the maps �0.@†/! �0.† n

S
˛/ and �0.@†/! �0.† n

S
ˇ/ are surjective.

The following is [11, Proposition 2.14].

Proposition 2.12 For every balanced sutured manifold .M;  / there exists a balanced
diagram defining it.

In order to understand how SFH behaves under surface decompositions, it is necessary
to understand these operations at the level of Heegaard diagrams. To this end, we have
the following definition [12, Definition 4.3].

Definition 2.13 A balanced diagram adapted to the decomposing surface R in .M;  /

is a quadruple
.†;˛;ˇ;P /;

satisfying the following conditions:

(1) .†;˛;ˇ/ is a balanced diagram of .M;  /.

(2) P � † is a quasipolygon (ie a closed subsurface of † whose boundary is a
union of polygons) such that P \ @† is exactly the set of vertices of P .

(3) There is a decomposition @P D A[B , where both A and B are unions of
pairwise disjoint edges of P satisfying ˛\B D ∅ and ˇ\AD ∅ for every
˛ 2 ˛ and ˇ 2 ˇ .

(4) R is obtained, up to equivalence, by smoothing the corners of the surface
.P � f1=2g/[ .A� Œ1=2; 1�/[ .B � Œ0; 1=2�/� .M;  / (recall the construction
following Definition 2.10).

(5) The orientation of R is given by the orientation of P �†.

We will frequently refer to a diagram adapted to R as a surface diagram. A surface
diagram allows us to represent decomposition along R in terms of Heegaard diagrams.
To describe this process, let .†;˛;ˇ;P / be a surface diagram for R. To such a
diagram, we can uniquely associate a six-tuple

D.P /D .†0;˛0;ˇ 0;PA;PB;p/:
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Here, .†0;˛0;ˇ 0/ is a balanced diagram, pW †0!† is a smooth map, and PA;PB�†
0

are two closed subsurfaces (see Figure 2.1). We will refer to D.P / as the decomposed
diagram. D.P / is constructed as follows.

We begin with †0 . Let PA and PB be two disjoint copies of P , together with
diffeomorphisms pAW PA! P and pBW PB! P . Then

†0 D PA

G
p�1

A
.A/$A

.† nP /
G

p�1
B
.B/$B

PB:

Thus, †0 is obtained by removing P from † and then gluing two copies of P to the
closure of the remaining surface, one copy glued along its A edges and the other along
its B edges.

The map pW †0!† agrees with pA on PA and pB on PB , and it maps †0n.PA[PB/

to † nP using the obvious diffeomorphism.

Finally, let

˛0 D fp�1.˛/ nPB W ˛ 2 ˛g and ˇ 0 D fp�1.ˇ/ nPA W ˇ 2 ˇg:

Thus p is 1 W 1 over † n P , is 2 W 1 over P and ˛ curves are lifted to PA and ˇ
curves to PB . For the purposes of sutured Floer homology computations it is useful
to note that, given a conformal structure on †, there is a unique conformal structure
on †0 making p into a conformal map. The following proposition indicates that the
decomposed diagram produces a Heegaard diagram for the sutured manifold obtained
by decomposing along R.

Proposition 2.14 [12, Proposition 5.2] Let .M;  / be a balanced sutured manifold
and

.M;  /
S
///o/o/o .M 0;  0/

a surface decomposition. If .†;˛;ˇ;P / is a surface diagram adapted to S and if

D.P /D .†0;˛0;ˇ 0;PA;PB;p/

is the decomposed diagram, then .†0;˛0;ˇ 0/ is a balanced diagram defining .M 0;  0/.

2.2.1 The sutured Floer chain complex We conclude this section by briefly recall-
ing the definition of the sutured Floer chain complex and describing the splitting of
this complex along relative Spinc –structures.

Given a balanced sutured Heegaard diagram .†;˛;ˇ/ for a balanced sutured manifold
.M;  /, one can define a chain complex .C.†;˛;ˇ/; @/. As a Z=2Z–vector space,
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P˛

˛0

ˇ

ˇ0

Figure 2.1: Balanced diagram before and after a surface decomposition

C.†;˛;ˇ/ is generated by k –tuples x D x1 � � � � �xk of intersection points, where
xi 2 ˛i \ ˇ�.i/ (here � is a permutation in the symmetric group on k letters and
k D j˛j D jˇj is the number of ˛ curves). If k D 0, then despite having no curves
we have a single generator (for the familiar reader, this is due to the fact that the 0–th
symmetric product of † is a point, which coincides with the intersection of the two
Lagrangians).

The chain complex is equipped with a differential @ that counts points in moduli spaces
of certain pseudoholomorphic maps; see Lipshitz [17] and Ozsváth–Szabó [27]. To
describe this, let us call the closures of the connected components of †�˛�ˇ regions,
and denote them by D1; : : : ;Dj . Given two generators x;y 2 C.†;˛;ˇ/, consider a
linear combination of regions

� D

jX
iD1

ni �Di

which satisfies @.@�j˛/ D y � x , ie the oriented boundary of the ˛ components of
@� consists of the k –tuples of intersection points which comprise �x and y . If,
furthermore, �\@†D∅, we say that � is a domain connecting x to y . Let us denote
by �2.x;y/ the set of domains connecting x to y .
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We define an endomorphism @ of C.†;˛;ˇ/ by specifying it on generators:

@x D
X

y2C.†;˛;ˇ/

X
f�2�2.x;y/j�.�/D1g

# cM.�/ �y :

In the formula, # cM.�/ denotes the number (modulo 2) of unparameterized pseudo-
holomorphic maps of the unit disk D2 �C into the k –fold symmetric product of †,
satisfying boundary conditions specified by .˛;ˇ;x;y/ and whose homotopy class is
determined by � . The quantity �.�/ is the Maslov index of the domain, � , and the
condition �.�/D 1 is in place to ensure that the count can be performed (ie there exist
only finitely many). We refer the reader to [11] for more details on the definition of @,
but do call to mind the following important property (see [27, Lemma 3.2]).

Lemma 2.15 Let � D
jP

iD1

ni �Di be a domain. If # cM.�/¤ 0, then ni � 0 for all i .

For the purposes of computation, it is also useful to know that @ can be reformulated
in terms of counting holomorphic maps of surfaces with boundary (and with marked
points on the boundary) into †�D2 . This is made precise in [17].

The following is contained in [11, Theorems 7.1 and 7.5].

Theorem 2.16 Let .†;˛;ˇ/ be a Heegaard diagram for the sutured manifold .M;  /,
and let .C.†;˛;ˇ/; @/ be as above. Then @2 D 0. The resulting homology group is
denoted SFH.M;  /. If the sutured manifolds .M1; 1/ and .M2; 2/ are equivalent,
then SFH.M1; 1/ and SFH.M2; 2/ are isomorphic.

The above theorem suppresses some extra structure which we now discuss; namely,
the splitting of sutured Floer homology into subgroups indexed by the set of relative
Spinc –structures on .M;  /, which we denote Spinc.M;  /. Indeed, to a generator
x 2 C.†;˛;ˇ/ one can associate a relative Spinc –structure, s.x/ 2 Spinc.M;  /, as
follows.

First, pick a Morse function which determines the Heegaard diagram and whose gradient
vector field points into M along R�. /, points out of M along RC. /, and which
is the gradient of the height function s. /� I ! I on  . Next, modify the gradient
field in a neighborhood of flowlines specified by xi 2 x . This produces a nonvanishing
vector field v with prescribed behavior on @M . The homology class of v (in the sense
of Turaev [32]) specifies a relative Spinc –structure, which we denote by s.x/. The
“relative” terminology arises since we require vector fields to have prescribed behavior
on @M . See [11, Section 4] for more details.
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For our purposes, the most important aspect of Spinc.M;  / is that it is an affine set
for H 2.M; @M IZ/. This implies, in particular, that we can talk about the difference
of two relative Spinc –structures, s.x/�s.y/2H 2.M; @M IZ/. Given two generators
x and y , we can concretely determine s.x/� s.y/ as follows. First pick a collection
of k oriented subarcs of the ˛ curves, ˛ � ˛, which connect the intersection points
xi to yi . Similarly, pick a collection of k oriented subarcs of the ˇ curves, ˇ � ˇ ,
which connect the intersection points yi to x�.i/ for some permutation � . The sum
x;y D ˛C ˇ is a collection of oriented closed curves in †�M whose homology
class we denote by �.x;y/ 2H1.M IZ/. The following lemma will be useful.

Lemma 2.17 [11, Lemma 4.7] Let x;y 2 C.†;˛;ˇ/ be generators. Then

s.x/� s.y/D PDŒ�.x;y/� 2H 2.M; @M IZ/;

where PDŒ�.x;y/� denotes the Poincaré dual of �.x;y/.

The lemma makes clear the claim from the introduction; namely, that .C.†;˛;ˇ/; @/
splits as a direct sum of complexes which are indexed by relative Spinc –structures. To
see this, first observe that .C.†;˛;ˇ/; @/ splits into subcomplexes corresponding to
the equivalence classes of the relation

x � y” �2.x;y/¤∅:

Next, note that if � 2 �2.x;y/; then �.x;y/D Œ@��D 0 2H1.M IZ/. Thus, if x and
y are in the same subcomplex, they represent the same Spinc –structure. Conversely, if
x and y represent the same Spinc –structure, then �.x;y/D 0 2H1.M IZ/. In light
of the isomorphism

H1.M IZ/Š
H1.†IZ/

Span
�
Œ˛1�; : : : ; Œ˛d �; Œˇ1�; : : : ; Œˇd �

� ;
this implies that after possibly adding some copies of the ˛ and ˇ curves to x;y , we
obtain a collection of curves which is null-homologous in †. A null-homology is an
element � 2 �2.x;y/.

We have the following refinement of the theorem stated above:

Theorem 2.18 Let .M;  / be a sutured manifold. Then

SFH.M;  / D
M

s2Spinc.M; /

SFH.M; ; s/:

The homology group SFH.M; ; s/ depends only on the equivalence class of the
sutured manifold and the relative Spinc –structure s, up to isomorphism.
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One of the most important aspects of sutured Floer homology is its behavior under
surface decompositions, which we now describe. We will need a definition. As above,
suppose we have a decomposition

.M;  /
S
///o/o/o .M 0;  0/ :

Let .†;˛;ˇ;P / be a surface diagram for S . Denote by OP � T˛ \Tˇ the subset of
generators, none of whose intersection points xi 2 x are contained in the quasipolygon
P �†. Call such generators outer generators. The outer complex C.OP /�C.†;˛;ˇ/

is the subcomplex generated by OP . Finally, let C.†0;˛0;ˇ 0/ be the chain complex
associated to the decomposed diagram. The main result of [12] is the following.

Theorem 2.19 The outer complex C.OP / forms a direct summand of C.†;˛;ˇ/.
Moreover, the homology of C.OP / is isomorphic to the homology of C.†0;˛0;ˇ 0/.
In particular,

SFH.M 0;  0/ WDH�.C.†
0;˛0;ˇ 0//ŠH�.C.OP //� SFH.M;  /;

where � means “direct summand”.

Sketch of proof Let IP D .T˛\Tˇ/nOP be the set of inner generators. To see that
C.OP / forms a direct summand of CF.†;˛;ˇ/, we proceed by showing that C.IP /

is a complement of C.OP /. Consider generators x 2OP and y 2 IP . Then we will
prove that both �2.x;y/ and �2.y ;x/ are empty. The former implies that y 62 @x

for every x 2OP , and repeating with each y 2 IP we see that @C.OP / � C.OP /,
ie C.OP / is a subcomplex. Similarly, �2.y ;x/D∅ for every x 2OP and y 2 IP

implies that C.IP / is also a subcomplex, hence C.OP / is a quotient complex.

To see that �2.x;y/D∅ for x;y as above, consider the collection of curves x;y D

˛ C ˇ connecting x to y . Pushing ˛ into the ˛ handlebody and ˇ into the ˇ
handlebody, we obtain an oriented collection of curves zx;y �M . Note that since ˛
is oriented from xi to yi , each intersection of zx;y with the quasipolygon P is positive.
Since the only intersections zx;y \S occur in P , this shows that #alg.zx;y \S/ > 0.
In particular �.x;y/D Œzx;y �¤ 0, showing that �2.x;y/D∅. A similar argument
implies that �2.y ;x/D∅.

It is immediate from the construction of the decomposed diagram that generators of
C.†0;˛0;ˇ 0/ are in bijection with OP . Indeed, since ˛ and ˇ arcs in P lift to PA

and PB in the decomposed diagram, respectively, no intersection point xi 2 P �†

will lift to an intersection point in †0 (since PA\PB D∅). Hence any generator x

containing xi 2 P will not lift to a generator for C.†0;˛0;ˇ 0/. On the other hand,
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the decomposed diagram is identical to the surface diagram (before decomposition)
outside of P . Thus any outer generator lifts to a generator in C.†0;˛0;ˇ 0/.

The most challenging part of the proof arises when showing that the differential on
C.†0;˛0;ˇ 0/ is identical to the differential on C.OP / which it inherits as a subcomplex
of C.†;˛;ˇ/. To prove this, [12] adapts the algorithm of [29] for computing Heegaard
Floer homology to the context of sutured Floer homology. By making the surface
diagram “nice”, the count of pseudoholomorphic curves for each domain � 2 �2.x;y/

with �.�/D 1 can be done explicitly using the Riemann mapping theorem, together
with the fact that pseudoholomorphic submanifolds of symplectic manifolds intersect
positively. Moreover, for a nice enough surface diagram, the decomposed diagram
will also be nice and one can explicitly identify the differentials for the respective
complexes. See [12] for more details.

As a corollary, one obtains the theorem mentioned in the introduction, namely [12,
Theorem 1.5].

Theorem 2.20 Let R be a Seifert surface for a knot K � S3 . Then

SFH.S3.R//Š bHFK .K;g.R//;

where the right hand side is the knot Floer homology group of K supported in Alexander
grading g.R/ [25].

Sketch of proof By Lemma 2.9, if we decompose S3
2
.K/ along R, then we get

S3.R/. Let .†;˛;ˇ;P / be a surface diagram adapted to R. The Alexander grading
of a generator x 2 C.†;˛;ˇ/Š bCFK.K/ can be defined as

1
2

˝
c1.s.x//; ŒR; @R�

˛
;

where c1.s.x// 2H 2.S3 nN.K/; @IZ/ is the relative Chern class of a relative Spinc –
structure associated to x (with respect to a particular trivialization of the restriction of
s.x/ to the boundary) and ŒR; @R� 2H2.S

3 nN.K/; @IZ/ is the homology class of
the surface. This evaluation, in turn, can be computed as

1
2

�
�.R/� 1C 2#fxi 2 x W xi 2 Pg

�
;

where P is the quasipolygon representing R (see the proof of [25, Theorem 5.1] for
motivation of this formula and [12] for precise details). Together with Theorem 2.19,
this shows that

SFH.S3.R//Š bHFK .K;�g.R//:

However, bHFK .K;g.R//Š bHFK .K;�g.R// by [25, Proposition 3.10].
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3 Constructing Heegaard diagrams adapted to a Seifert sur-
face

Given a Seifert surface R for a knot K � Y , we wish to compute the sutured Floer
homology groups SFH.Y .R//. Since these groups are the homology of a chain complex
associated to a balanced sutured Heegaard diagram for Y .R/, it is necessary to produce
such a diagram. To do this, recall that Y .R/ is obtained from the knot complement
Y2n.K/ by decomposition along R. According to Section 2, it suffices to produce a
balanced diagram for Y2n.K/ which is adapted to R. From there it is simple to obtain
the decomposed diagram. This section will be dedicated to producing surface diagrams
and clarifying the decomposed diagram which, by Proposition 2.14, will necessarily be
adapted to Y .R/. Throughout, we assume the genus of R to be g .

A surface diagram for R is, by definition, a Heegaard diagram for the sutured manifold
associated to the knot complement which contains R as a quasipolygon. Building this
diagram requires two main steps:

(1) Construct a Heegaard diagram .†;˛;ˇ/ for the closed three-manifold Y which
contains R as proper subsurface R�†.

(2) Remove disks from † along @R, and modify the diagram by a sequence of
isotopies and/or stabilizations to ensure that the diagram specifies Y2n.K/ and
is adapted to R.

For any given Seifert surface, there are many ways to perform each step so we remain
intentionally vague for the moment. The next two subsections discuss each step in
detail. Indeed, for both steps we treat the case of a Seifert surface presented in an
arbitrary manner. This has the advantage of being completely general and should thus
be useful in a variety of situations.

For the sake of clarity, the third subsection presents explicit diagrams for the case
of knots in S3 with Seifert surfaces presented in a particularly appealing form. The
presentation is analogous to a knot projection, and the surface diagrams which we
produce can be viewed as the analogue of the diagrams used by Ozsváth and Szabó in
[23] which connect the knot Floer homology chain complexes to Kauffman states.

3.1 Constructing a diagram for Y containing R

Let R � Y be a genus g Seifert surface. We now describe the construction of a
Heegaard diagram .†;˛;ˇ/ which contains R as an embedded, proper subsurface of
†. Similar diagrams have been useful in other contexts; see Ozsváth and Szabó [25;
26] and Ni [20].
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Begin with R. Now thicken to obtain R� I . This is a handlebody of genus 2g . We
can represent a basis for H1.R; @RIZ/ by 2g pairwise disjoint properly embedded
arcs i for i D 1; : : : ; 2g . Observe that i � I is a properly embedded disk in the
handlebody R� I . Let ˇi D @.i � I/. Note that @.R� I/ consists of two copies
of R, glued along @R. Thus @.R � I/ clearly contains R as an embedded proper
subsurface.

Now Y n .R � I/ is not necessarily a handlebody (indeed, it will be a handlebody
precisely when R is a so-called free Seifert surface). By adding a collection of three-
dimensional 1–handles fhig

k
iD1

to R� I we can ensure that

H˛ D Y n .R� I [ h1[ � � � [ hk/

is a handlebody (of genus 2gCk ). Without loss of generality, we may assume that the
feet of the 1–handles lie on R� f0g, so that RDR� f1g � @H˛ is still embedded.
Let ˇi denote the belt circles of the 1–handles for i D 2gC 1; : : : ; 2gC k .

Finally, pick a collection f˛ig
2gCk
iD1

of linearly independent curves on †2gCk D @H˛

which bound disks in H˛ . Then

.†2gCk ; f˛1; : : : ; ˛2gCkg; fˇ1; : : : ; ˇ2gCkg/

is the desired Heegaard diagram.

Remark 3.1 Note that, by construction, the Heegaard diagram

.†2gCk ; f˛1; : : : ; ˛2gCkg; fˇ2gC1; : : : ; ˇ2gCkg/

(ie the Heegaard diagram of the lemma without the first 2g ˇ curves) specifies Y n

.R� I/.

3.2 Turning the diagram into a surface diagram

Having produced a Heegaard diagram for Y containing R, we now describe how to
turn this into a surface diagram for R.

Begin with the Heegaard diagram of Section 3.1. The desired result is achieved through
the following algorithm (see Figure 3.1 for a depiction of the algorithm):

(1) Pick two points fz; wg �K D @R. The points divide K into two arcs, which
we label by A and B . Remove disc neighborhoods fD.z/;D.w/g �† of the
two points and call the resulting surface-with-boundary †.
If A\ˇi D∅ and B \˛i D∅ for all i , then we are done. If not, proceed to
Step 2.
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(2) Without loss of generality, assume p 2A\ˇi (if p 2B\˛i , the same process
applies with the roles of A and B , ˛ and ˇ reversed). Remove p by one of the
following operations:
� Isotopy Starting from p , perform a finger move of ˇi along the A arc until

a boundary component of † is reached. If other ˇ curves are encountered,
perform the finger move to these curves as well to ensure that no intersections
among ˇ curves are created. Handleslide ˇi , along with any other curves
picked up by the isotopy, over the boundary component of †.

� Stabilization Let A0�A be the component of A containing p . To perform
this move, we pick the point p such that no ˇ–curve intersects at least one
component of A0nfpg. Choose a subarc  �A0 containing p that satisfies
 \˛i D∅ for all i . Subdivide K so that  is labeled B and the two arcs
adjacent to  are labeled A. Let D. / be a neighborhood of  . Adjoin
@.D. // to the collection of ˛ curves. Similarly, pick one of the two A

arcs adjacent to  , and adjoin the boundary of its neighborhood to the ˇ
curves. Finally, remove neighborhoods of the endpoints of  from †.

(3) If A\ˇi D∅, B \˛i D∅ for all i then we are done. If not, repeat Step 2.

Proposition 3.2 The above algorithm terminates at a surface diagram adapted to R.

Proof As there are only a finite number of points in the initial set fA\ˇi ;B \˛ig,
it is clear that the above algorithm terminates. To see that we have produced a surface
diagram, first observe that the algorithm can be reinterpreted as an algorithm to convert
the original diagram into a multipointed Heegaard diagram for K � Y . Indeed,
instead of removing neighborhoods of fz; wg and the endpoints of  in Steps 1 and 2,
respectively, we could simply keep track of these points as pairs fzi ; wig (and labeling
so that the z are always the initial point of some A arc, oriented by the orientation of
K ). The resulting multipointed Heegaard diagram is then adapted to K , in the sense of
[19, Definition 2.1]. Generalizing [11, Example 2.4 and Proposition 9.2] to the case of
multipointed diagrams shows that removing neighborhoods of the basepoints produces
a balanced diagram adapted Y2n.K/.1

Finally, observe that since the original diagram contained R as a proper subsurface, the
terminal diagram contains R as a quasipolygon of the desired form. Indeed, the A and
B edges of the quasipolygon are the A and B arcs produced by the algorithm. Strictly
speaking, we must make a local modification to these arcs as specified by Figure 3.2 to
ensure that @R is of the appropriate form.

1Note that n is the number of stabilizations performed in the algorithm +1.
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R

.2/

.1/

K

A
A

A
A

A

A A

B

B
B

B

zw ˛
˛

˛

˛

ˇˇ
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Remove disks

Isotopy Stabilization

Figure 3.1: Turning a Heegaard diagram for Y containing R into a surface
diagram for R

3.3 Explicit Heegaard diagrams for Seifert surfaces in S 3

We now describe an explicit diagram adapted to a Seifert surface in S3 . To begin, we
isotope R so that it consists of a disc with 2g bands attached to it. One way to do
this is to note that since R is a surface with one boundary component, it is homotopy
equivalent to a CW complex with one 0–cell and 2g 1–cells. Represent the 0–cell by a
disk neighborhood D of an interior point. Represent the 1–cells by 2g disjoint arcs on
R, each of whose endpoints lie in @D . Now let F be a regular neighborhood of D and

A AB

Figure 3.2: Local modifications of the A and B arcs
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the 2g arcs. Then R deformation retracts onto F and @R stays an embedded circle in
S throughout. This induces an isotopy which takes .R;K/ to .F; @F /. Indeed, if the
surface R is presented in some nice fashion then this gives an algorithm to get such a
pair .F; @F /. An example of this construction is shown in Figure 3.3 for the minimal
genus Seifert surface of the trefoil.

1

1

˛1

˛2

˛3

ˇ1

ˇ3

ˇ2

Figure 3.3: Starting from a Seifert surface for the trefoil, we first retract to a
neighborhood of a one skeleton possessing a single 0–cell. We then encode
this surface with a planar diagram, where the 1 indicate that the corresponding
bands have a full right-handed twist. The third shows the handlebody which
results from thickening the diagram. The thick red curves are ˛–curves
specifying the complementary handlebody. Each band contributes a thin blue
ˇ curve. The final ˇ curve comes from the crossing in the diagram, according
to Figure 3.4 below.

Assuming, then, that R is represented as above, proceed by contracting each band
of R to an arc. We may assume that the resulting disk with 2g arcs lies in a subset
homeomorphic to R3 and, moreover, that there exists a plane R2 � R3 onto which
projection yields a planar diagram satisfying:

� The disc (0–handle) of R is embedded in R2 and no arc is projected to its
interior.

� The arcs have only finitely many transverse double points.

Keeping track of the crossing information at the double points, together with the framing
of the band corresponding to each arc,2 we obtain a planar diagram from which we can
recover the surface, up to isotopy. Let k be the number of double points (crossings) in
this planar diagram.

Proceed by thickening the diagram in R2 to obtain a handlebody, Hˇ , in R3 . The
genus of Hˇ is 2gCk , and we let †D @Hˇ denote its boundary. Intersecting † with
the original plane results in .2gC kC 1/ circles. Choose any .2gC k/ of these to be
the ˛ circles. Clearly, .†; ˛1; : : : ; ˛2gCk/ represents the complement of Hˇ .

2Each band b comes with a framing which is #ffull right-handed twists of b g �

#ffull left-handed twists of b g:
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Corresponding to each of the 2g arcs we obtain a ˇ circle. This circle is the boundary
of a disk which intersects the arc in a point close to the disc D . Label these circles, ˇi

for i D 1; : : : ; 2g . Finally, to each crossing in the planar diagram we add a ˇ circle
according to the convention of Figure 3.4. These circles are labeled ˇ2gC1; : : : ˇ2gCk .

Figure 3.4: Adding ˇ curves for crossings

The resulting diagram

.†; f˛1; : : : ; ˛2gCkg; fˇ1; : : : ; ˇ2gCkg/

represents S3 and contains R by construction. An example of such a Heegaard diagram
for the case of the trefoil is shown in Figure 3.3.

Next, we remove 8g discs from the Heegaard diagram while simultaneously adding
4g� 1 pairs of ˛ and ˇ circles to adapt the diagram to R.

To describe this, first observe that the Heegaard surface can be divided into two parts;
the handles and the (punctured) sphere. The handles arise from the boundary of a
regular neighborhood of the arcs in the planar diagram, while the sphere comes from the
boundary of a regular neighborhood of the disc D . Next, note that KD @R is naturally
embedded in † in such a way that it does not intersect the circles ˇ2gC1; : : : ; ˇ2gCk ,
and intersects each of the other ˇ circles exactly twice. See Figure 3.5

Up to isotopy in †, we can assume that K consists of two parallel strands in each
handle. We can further assume that K lies mostly in the top part of † (namely,
the part of † lying above the plane where the diagram of R was embedded). It
passes to the bottom of † only in the handles to account for the framing and crossing
information of the bands. For each of the 4g intersection points fp2i�1;p2ig 2K\ˇi

for i D 1; : : : ; 2g , we remove two small discs from † next to p , one on either side of
ˇi . We denote the new surface-with-boundary by †0 . Removing the discs separates
K into 8g arcs, fAj ;Bj g, j D 1; : : : ; 4g , with pj 2 Bj . For each j ¤ 4g , we add
a curve, ˛2gCkCj , which encircles Bj together with the boundary components of †
created by removing the discs near the endpoints of Bj . Similarly, for each j ¤ 4g

we add a curve, ˇ2gCkCj , which encircles Aj and the boundary components of †
created by removing the discs near the endpoints of Aj .
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Handles

Sphere

K

p1 p2

p3

p4

Figure 3.5: The embedding of K D @R in †

Since † contained R before the discs were removed, it is straightforward to construct
a quasipolygon, P �†0 , which satisfies the requirements of Definition 2.13. Indeed,
the A and B edges of P are isotopic to the A and B arcs of the previous paragraph,
as in Figure 3.2. We have arrived at a surface diagram for R:

.†0; f˛1; : : : ; ˛6gCk�1g; fˇ1; : : : ; ˇ6gCk�1g;P /:

See Figure 3.6 for the diagram adapted to the Seifert surface of the trefoil.

It is now easy to obtain a balanced diagram for the sutured manifold complementary
to R: Delete the interior of P from the Heegaard diagram and take two copies of the
subsurface. Delete all the ˛ arcs in one of the copies and identify its B arcs with the
corresponding B arcs in the Heegaard diagram. Similarly, delete all the ˇ arcs in the
other copy, and identify all its A arcs with the corresponding A arcs in the Heegaard
diagram. The process is shown locally in the first part of Figure 3.7. The resulting
balanced diagram represents S3.R/. The Heegaard surface has genus .7gC k � 1/

and 1 boundary component, and has .6gC k � 1/ ˛ circles and ˇ circles each. The
final sutured diagram for the trefoil example is shown in Figure 3.7.

Remark 3.3 The diagram above is a special case of the general construction discussed
in the previous two subsections. The procedure by which we handled the crossing
regions of the planar diagram associated to R is equivalent to adding 1–handles to
R�I to make the complement into a handlebody. See Figure 3.8. Removing discs and
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adding ˛=ˇ pairs is simply a specific implementation of the algorithm from Section 3.2.
Indeed, the diagram of this subsection can be seen as extremal: at every step in the
algorithm we used a stabilization. The other extremal case, where we use only isotopies,
will be implemented in Section 4 to calculate the sutured Floer homology for the Seifert
surfaces of 83 .

Figure 3.6: The Heegaard diagram adapted to the Seifert surface of the trefoil

Figure 3.7: The sutured diagram for the complement of the Seifert surface of
the trefoil
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R

R� I

ˇ

Add 1–handle Isotopy

Figure 3.8: Adding handles to make the complement into a handlebody

Remark 3.4 The diagram above is usually not the minimal genus possible. Picking
a different set of 1–handles to add to R� I will frequently lower the genus of the
Heegaard diagram significantly. The minimal number of 1–handles necessary to add
to an embedded handlebody, Hg , so that the complement is a handlebody is often
referred to as the tunnel number of Hg .

While we do not use this diagram for the computation in the next section, it may be
of future use to note that the combinatorics of the diagram enable one to calculate
SFH.S3.R// without decomposing the diagram. More precisely, recall from the discus-
sion surrounding Theorem 2.19 that the generators of the chain complex associated to
the decomposed diagram are in bijection with the outer generators C.OP / on the surface
diagram. Indeed, Theorem 2.19 shows that the outer generators form a subcomplex
of SFH.S3

2n
.K// whose homology is isomorphic to SFH.S3.R//. However, it is

not clear that the obvious bijection between generators of C.OP / and SFH.S3.R//

induces the isomorphism on homology. The differentials on these two complexes could
be quite different, as their definition is in terms of quite different Heegaard diagrams. It
is only after altering the surface diagram severely to make it “nice” that an identification
between the differentials is established. In light of this, it is nice to know that we can
compute the homology of SFH.S3.R//, as a relatively H1.S

3 nR/ graded group,
without decomposing the surface diagram. Indeed we have the following proposition:

Proposition 3.5 Let H D .†;˛;ˇ;P / be the explicit surface diagram for a Seifert
surface R�S3 described above, and let H0D .†0;˛0;ˇ 0/ be the decomposed diagram.
Denote the associated chain complexes by .C.H/; @/ and .C.H0/; @0/. Then the dif-
ferential on the subcomplex C.OP /� C.H/ generated by outer intersection points is
equal to that on C.H0/, under the obvious isomorphism of chain groups induced by the
bijection of generators. In particular, the relative Spinc –grading on SFH.S3.R// can
be computed by considering the difference �.x;y/ of two generators x;y 2 C.OP /

as a 1–cycle in H1.S
3 nR/.

Remark 3.6 For more details on how to regard the difference �.x;y/ of outer gener-
ators as an element in H1.S

3 nR/, see Section 4.3.2 below.
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Proof Let x;y 2 C.OP /� C.H/ denote outer generators; that is, generators whose
intersection points lie outside the quasipolygon P representing R. Let x0;y 0 2 C.H0/
denote the corresponding generators for the decomposed diagram. It suffices to show
that

(1) y 2 @x if and only if y 0 2 @0x0

(recall that we are working with Z=2Z coefficients). Let � 2 �2.x;y/ be a domain
connecting the outer generators. Proving (1) will be accomplished by showing thatcM.�/¤∅ implies �\fB–arcsgD∅. In other words, the domains which contribute to
@ do not intersect the B arcs on the quasipolygon. To see why this implies (1), note that
any � satisfying �\fB–arcsgD∅ can be thought of as �0 2�2.x

0;y 0/, actually such
domains are in one to one correspondence with domains on the decomposed diagram
that support holomorphic representatives. Indeed, if �0 is a domain connecting x0 and
y 0 that has a holomorphic representative, then projecting this holomorphic map to †
we see that � D p.�0/ also has a holomorphic representative, thus � \fB–arcsg D∅.
Furthermore, for such domains, an almost complex structure on †�D2 achieving
transversality for M.�/ can be extended to an almost complex structure (under the
embedding of †nB �†0 away from the sutures) on †0�D2 which achieves transver-
sality for M.�0/ (here we are thinking in terms of the cylindrical version of Floer
homology [17]). In this way we see that if �\fB–arcsg D∅, then cM.�/¤∅ if and
only if cM.�0/¤∅. Examining each � , we obtain (1).

Thus it suffices to show that cM.�/¤∅ implies �\fB–arcsg D∅. By contradiction,
suppose that cM.�/¤∅ and � \fB–arcsg ¤∅ for some domain � . In Figure 3.9,
we have marked various components of H n .˛[ˇ/. The quasipolygon P is shaded.
As usual, the thick red circles are ˛ circles, and the thin blue circles are ˇ circles. Let
np be the multiplicity of � in a region marked p . Recall from Lemma 2.15 that ifcM.�/¤∅, then np � 0 for all p 2†.

Our first observation deals with the parts of the diagram that appear locally like the
lower left part of Figure 3.9. We claim that for x;y 2 OP , all domains satisfy
nk � ni D nl � nj . This follows from the fact that x;y 2 OP implies there are no
points of x;y 2 P , and hence there are no corner points of � contained in P .

Next, we deal with the arcs in � that hit the B arc shown in the first part of that figure.
Label the regions in the handle part of H by a; b; c and g and let the regions in the
sphere part of H be d; e; f and h. There are two cases.

� nd ¤ 0. Since ne D 0 (e contains a suture) and x and y contain no points in P ,
we see that nh�nf D nd �ne > 0. Thus nh > 0 and since h is in the spherical part of
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H , the region marked h is the same region as the disk region of R, marked m in the
third part of Figure 3.9. But the disk part contains a suture, leading to a contradiction.

� nc ¤ 0. Again, since nb D 0, a similar argument shows that ng�na > 0. Proceed
by examining the multiplicities of � in the regions of the handle part of H which border
the ˇ curve that separated a from g . Of course, there may be ˛ curves encountered
on the way, as shown in the lower left part of Figure 3.9. However, our first observation
above shows that the difference of the multiplicities of � on the two regions adjacent to
the ˇ curve stays positive. Proceeding along the handle until we reach the disk region,
we again get nm > 0. Thus in either case, we are done.

b

s

B

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

m

Figure 3.9: Local coefficients of � at various points

4 Using SFH.Y.R// to distinguish Seifert surfaces

Given an oriented knot K � S3 , there are several notions of equivalence one could
consider for its Seifert surfaces. We will consider two Seifert surfaces, R1;R2 , to be
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equivalent if there is an isotopy of S3 taking R1 to R2 . Note that this is the same as
considering R1 and R2 to be equivalent if there is an orientation preserving diffeo-
morphism between the pairs .S3;R1/ and .S3;R2/ (since the group of orientation
preserving diffeomorphisms of the three-sphere is path-connected). A more restrictive
notion, called strong equivalence, regards R1 and R2 as equivalent if they are isotopic
in the complement of K . Note that we can discuss whether the surfaces R1 and R2

are equivalent if @R1 and @R2 are equivalent knots, while we can ask whether two
surfaces are strongly equivalent only if @R1 D @R2 .

The remainder of this section will be devoted to showing how the sutured Floer
homology invariants of S3.R/ can be used to distinguish nonequivalent Seifert surfaces.
We do this through a detailed discussion of an example. Figure 4.1 depicts two Seifert
surfaces, R1 and R2 , each bounded by the knot 83 . Note that R1 is obtained by
plumbing two bands with C2 and �2 full twists, respectively, and R2 is obtained by
taking the dual plumbing. So indeed the two surfaces bound the same oriented knot.
We will show that R1 and R2 are inequivalent. Combining this with the results of
[15], it will follow that these represent all isotopy classes of Seifert surface for 83 (see
Proposition 4.3 below).

c2 c1 d2 d1

R1 R2

Figure 4.1: Two different Seifert surfaces for the same knot, 83 . The outward
normal to each surface on the shaded region is out of the plane of the page
(towards the reader).

4.1 Classical methods

Before beginning, we make some preliminary remarks regarding this particular example
and the applicability of previously known techniques. One effective way to distinguish
isotopy classes of surfaces is through the fundamental group of their complements;
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see [1]. In the present case, however, this obviously fails. Indeed, S3 nR1 is homeo-
morphic to S3 nR2 ; they are both open handlebodies of genus 2. Thus any attempt to
use the fundamental group will be fruitless.

Even in the case when the complements of the surfaces are homeomorphic, classical
techniques could still be of use. The Seifert form provides a useful obstruction to
finding an isotopy between two surfaces. To describe this, recall that H1.RIZ/ is
equipped with a bilinear form,

QRW H1.RIZ/˝H1.RIZ/ �! Z;

called the Seifert form. Given curves a and b in R, let bC be a push-off of b in the
direction specified by the positive unit normal vector field of R. Then the Seifert form
evaluated on .Œa�; Œb�/ is the linking number of a with bC in S3 . Suppose now that
two Seifert surfaces are isotopic. It follows that they have congruent Seifert forms.
This means that there exists W 2 SL.2g;Z/ for which

VR2
DW T VR1

W;

where VRi
are integral matrices representing QRi

with respect to given bases for
H1.Ri IZ/ Š Z2g . Concretely, W is the matrix representing the isomorphism of
H1.RIZ/ induced by the diffeomorphism .S3;R1/Š .S

3;R2/. Thus, to show that
two Seifert surfaces are inequivalent, it suffices to show that their Seifert forms are
not congruent (see [31] for applications of this method to Seifert surfaces of some
pretzel knots). In the situation at hand, however, this method also fails. For the obvious
symplectic bases, the following matrices represent the Seifert forms of R1 and R2 :

VR1
D

�
2 0

1 �2

�
and VR2

D

�
2 �1

0 �2

�
The intersection forms in the same basis are represented by

UR1
D UR2

D

�
0 1

�1 0

�
:

One can easily check, however, that VR1
and VR2

are congruent. An appropriate
element of SL.2;Z/ is

W D

�
4 �5

�3 4

�
:

Note that W also preserves the standard symplectic form on Z2 , ie UR2
DW T UR1

W ,
so the Seifert form and the intersection form together are incapable of distinguishing
R1 and R2 .
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Finally, we remark that techniques from the theory of sutured manifolds have been
quite fruitful in studying Seifert surfaces up to strong equivalence. See, for instance,
Kakimizu [15] and Kobayashi [16]. Indeed Kakimizu [15] has used these techniques
to classify minimal genus Seifert surfaces up to strong equivalence for knots of 10 or
fewer crossings. In particular, it follows that if R1 and R2 are dual plumbings of a
C2 and a �2 twisted band, then they represent distinct strong equivalence classes, and
that these are the only two such classes. It should be noted, however, that equivalence
and strong equivalence are quite different. For instance, if the bands both had framing
C2, then the boundary of the resulting dual surfaces would each be the knot 74 . It
follows from [15] that these two surfaces are strongly inequivalent. It is easy to verify,
however, that they are isotopic, and hence equivalent in our sense. As our techniques
are able to distinguish surfaces up to isotopy, we will make no further reference to
strong equivalence.

It is worth mentioning that not only S3 n R1 and S3 n R2 , but even the sutured
manifolds S3.R1/ and S3.R2/ are diffeomorphic. Indeed, let A and A0 be C2 and
�2 twisted bands in S3 , respectively. The complementary sutured manifold S3.A0/ is
S1 �D2 with sutures the torus link T .4;�2/. A positive Dehn twist along fptg �D2

maps T4;�2 to T4;�2C4 D T4;2 , so we get S3.A/. Now R1 is the plumbing of A

and A0 , and performing the Dehn twist in the complement of A0 transforms S3.R1/

into S3.F1/, where F1 is the plumbing of two copies of A. Similarly, R2 is the dual
plumbing of A and A0 , so a Dehn twist maps S3.R2/ to S3.F2/, where F2 is the
dual plumbing of two copies of A. We mentioned above that F1 and F2 are even
strongly equivalent, so S3.F1/ and S3.F2/ are diffeomorphic, proving that S3.R1/

and S3.R2/ are also diffeomorphic. Note that if R1 and R2 were dual plumbings
of a Ck and a �k twisted band for k > 2, then the sutured manifolds S3.R1/ and
S3.R2/ would not be diffeomorphic. Indeed, l Dehn twists map the torus link T2k;2

to T2k;2C2kl , and 2C 2kl ¤�2 for k > 2.

4.2 The technique

Suppose that two surfaces R1 and R2 are isotopic. It follows that the complementary
sutured manifolds S3.R1/ and S3.R2/ will be equivalent. Thus to show that R1

and R2 are inequivalent, it suffices to show that the sutured Floer homology groups
SFH.S3.R1// and SFH.S3.R2// are different.

The algorithm from the previous section tells us how to construct Heegaard diagrams
adapted to the surfaces. From these diagrams, we can identify generators for the
chain complexes and determine the difference between the relative Spinc –structures
associated to generators x and y .
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After analyzing the chain groups, we will determine their homology indirectly through
consideration of the Euler characteristic. The total rank of the groups will agree for
R1 and R2 , since it equals the rank of the top group of the knot Floer homology of
@Ri D 83 . Thus the heart of the argument is to distinguish the groups by showing that
their Spinc –gradings are different.

Given s1; s2 2 Spinc.S3.Ri// which support nontrivial Floer groups, our analysis of
the chain complexes will produce a geometric representative for the difference class
PDŒs1�s2�2H1.S

3nRi IZ/. To show that the Floer homology groups of S3.R1/ and
S3.R2/ are different, we thus need a way to distinguish the various difference classes
in H1.S

3nR1IZ/ from those in H1.S
3nR2IZ/. This is rather subtle, however, since

one can have orientation preserving homeomorphisms from .S3;R1/ to .S3;R2/ that
induce different isomorphisms from H1.S

3 nR1IZ/ to H1.S
3 nR2IZ/. To remove

this ambiguity, we use the Seifert form.

Let R be a Seifert surface for a knot K � S3 , and let M D S3 n Int.R� I/ be the
complement of a regular neighborhood of R. Then we have the following natural
isomorphisms:

H1.R/ŠH1.R; @R/ (long exact sequence for the pair)

ŠH 1.R/ (Poincaré duality)

ŠH 2.S3;R/ (long exact sequence for the pair)

ŠH 2.M; @M / (excision)

ŠH1.M / (Poincaré duality)

Since the Seifert form is invariant under isotopy of R, the above isomorphisms endow
H1.M / Š H1.S

3 nR/ with a bilinear form which we also denote by QR . Given
a; b 2 H1.S

3 nRIZ/, let us denote QR.a; b/ by a � b . Similarly, using the above
isomorphisms, we can endow H1.S

3nR/ with another bilinear form which is obtained
from the intersection pairing on H1.R/. Its value on the pair .a; b/ will be denoted by
a\b . The discussion shows that if hW .S3;R1/! .S3;R2/ is an orientation preserving
homeomorphism then h�W H1.S

3 nR1/!H1.S
3 nR2/ satisfies a �bD h�.a/ �h�.b/

and a\ b D h�.a/\ h�.b/.

Let hc1; c2i and hd1; d2i be bases of H1.S
3 nR1/ and H1.S

3 nR2/, respectively, as
shown on Figure 4.1. Tracing through the isomorphisms in our particular examples
shows that matrix representations for QRi

are also given by the matrices VRi
above.

Thus ci � cj (respectively di �dj ) is given by the ij–th entry of VRi
. The values of a �b

will distinguish the difference classes discussed above which, in turn, will distinguish
the sutured Floer homology as relatively graded groups.
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˛1

˛2

˛3

ˇ1

ˇ2

ˇ3

A

B

Figure 4.2: Constructing the surface diagram for R1 . The first figure shows
a Heegaard diagram for S3 containing R1 as a proper subsurface. The thick
red curves are ˛i , i D 1; 2; 3 while the thin blue curves are ˇi , i D 1; 2; 3 .
There are three intersection points between the A arc and the ˇ curves, which
we remove by a sequence of isotopies.
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4.3 Calculation

Consider the two Seifert surfaces R1;R2 for 83 shown in Figure 4.1. In this section,
we calculate the sutured Floer homology groups of S3.Ri/, showing that there is no
isomorphism between the graded groups SFH.S3.R1// and SFH.S3.R2// that also
preserves the Seifert form. We discuss R1 in detail, and then summarize the results
for R2 .

4.3.1 Drawing the diagram Figures 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the construction of the
surface diagram for the first surface, R1 . Our choice of basepoints ensures that the
resulting B arc of K D @R1 does not intersect the ˛ curves. When removing the 3

intersections of the A arc with the ˇ curves, we use only isotopies of the ˇ curves.
Thus the resulting surface diagram is extremal in the sense that we do not use any
stabilizations in the algorithm from Section 3.2.

The bottom of Figure 4.3 shows the surface diagram, ie the Heegaard diagram for the
sutured manifold S3

2
.K/ (the knot complement with 2 parallel meridional sutures)

with R1 appearing as a quasipolygon.

At this point, it is straightforward to construct the sutured Heegaard diagram for
S3.R1/. Simply remove the quasipolygon representing R1 from † (the shaded region
labeled P in Figure 4.3), and glue two copies of it to what remains in such a way that
the gluing is along A arcs on one copy and B arcs on the other. This is shown in
Figure 4.4

After the decomposition, there are no intersection points of ˛ and ˇ curves lying on
the two quasipolygons PA and PB which we glued to † nP . Thus, the 3–tuples of
intersection points which comprise generators for the chain complex will be contained
in † nP . For that reason, it is convenient to erase all the ˇ arcs which intersect P in
the surface diagram of Figure 4.3. The resulting diagram is shown in Figure 4.5. This
latter diagram is simpler to work with, in general, and contains the homotopy theoretic
data necessary to understand the chain complex as a relatively H1.S

3 nR1/ graded
group.

4.3.2 The generators and their relative gradings From Figure 4.5, we see that
there are 10 generators for the sutured Floer chain complex. We can label these
generators by triples, where x D x1x2x3 denotes the generator which contains the
point labeled xi on ˛i . Given generators x and y , we wish to calculate the difference
of their associated Spinc –structures, s.x/� s.y/. To do this, join each xi to yi by an
oriented arc along ˛i , and then join yi to some xj by an oriented arc along a ˇ curve.
The result is a collection of closed curves x;y whose homology class we denote
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by �.x;y/D Œx;y � 2H1.S
3 nN.R1/IZ/ŠH1.S

3 nR1IZ/, and refer to it as the
difference class associated to x and y . According to Lemma 2.17, the class �.x;y/
is Poincaré dual to s.x/� s.y/ 2H 2.S3 nN.R1/; @IZ/. Note that since the ˇ arcs
in Figure 4.5 are connected, x;y can be taken to lie entirely in that figure. A cycle
representing the difference of x D 512 and y D 313 is shown in Figure 4.5.

A

B

P

Figure 4.3: The bottom figure is the surface diagram for R1 . We have shaded
the quasipolygon which represents R1 � S3 nK .
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Ultimately, we wish to evaluate the Seifert form on the difference classes. To this end,
it will be convenient to express �.x;y/ in terms of the basis for H1.S

3 nR1IZ/ given
by c1; c2 in Figure 4.1. In order to do this, push the parts x;y which lie on the ˛ arcs
towards the ˛ handlebody (ie outwards). Similarly, push the parts of x;y lying on
the ˇ curves towards the ˇ handlebody (ie inwards). The result is a closed curve zx;y

which punctures the Heegaard surface only at the intersection points comprising x and
y . See Figure 4.7. Note, however, that the Heegaard surface contains the presentation
of the Seifert surface in Figure 4.1. Furthermore, zx;y is in the complement of this
presentation since the intersection points comprising x and y do not intersect the
Seifert surface.

Figure 4.4: The decomposed diagram, ie the sutured diagram for S3.R1/ .
The bold curve is the boundary of the Heegaard surface.

Thus we can regard zx;y in two ways: as a curve in the sutured manifold S3.R1/

presented by the decomposed diagram or as a curve in the complement of R1 , as shown
in Figure 4.1. We claim that the homology class which zx;y represents in H1.S

3nR1/

is the same, regardless of which way we view it. In this way, we can determine the
difference classes in terms of the basis for H1.S

3 nR1/ given by c1; c2 in Figure 4.1.

To prove the claim, one need only trace through the construction of the sutured diagram,
starting from the presentation of R1 in Figure 4.1. We began by constructing a
diagram for S3 which contained R1 as a subsurface (the top part of Figure 4.2).
Regarding zx;y on this diagram, its homology class clearly agrees with that obtained
by thinking of it as a curve in Figure 4.1. Indeed, removing ˇ1 and ˇ2 from this
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˛1

˛2

˛3

ˇ1

ˇ2

ˇ3

1

2
1

2
3

4

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 4.5: The surface diagram from Figure 4.3, where we have erased
all arcs of intersection ˇ \ P of the ˇ curves with the quasipolygon P

representing R1 . This diagram contains all 3–tuples of intersection points
˛i \ˇ�.i/ which comprise the generators of SFH.S3.R1// .

˛1

˛2

˛3

ˇ1

ˇ2

ˇ3

x;y

1

2
1

2
3

4

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 4.6: Construction of a cycle  representing the difference �.x;y/D
PDŒs.x/�s.y/�2H1.S

3nR1/ . Here xD 512 , y D 313 . The representative
is comprised of two curves, one of which is constant at 1 2 ˛2\ˇ2 .
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diagram specifies S3 nR1 as it is presented in Figure 4.1 (see Remark 3.1). It follows
that isotopies of ˇ1; ˇ2 do not change the homology class of zx;y in S3 nR1 . The
surface diagram differs from the diagram for S3 containing R1 only by a sequence
of isotopies, followed by the removal of two disks to turn it into a sutured diagram
for S3

2
.K/. This latter modification, however, is performed far from zx;y and hence

does not effect its homology class. Another way to see this is that the surface diagram,
by definition, specifies an embedding of the Seifert surface in the knot complement
S3 nK . From its construction, this embedding differs from the embedding shown in
Figure 4.1 only by an isotopy supported in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of @R1 .
Thus, the homology class of zx;y in H1.S

3 nR1/ specified by the surface diagram
agrees with that of Figure 4.1. Finally, decomposing the diagram is exactly the same
as decomposing S3

2
.K/. Since zx;y is in the complement of the quasipolygon, its

homology class in H1.S
3 nR1/ (as specified by the Heegaard diagram) is unchanged

by the decomposition. This proves the claim.

Figures 4.5 and 4.7 indicate that the difference class between xD512 and yD313 is c1 .
The remaining differences are easily computed, and the following diagram represents
the chain complex as a relatively H1.S

3 nR1/ graded group. (The explanation for
the diagram is that each x is placed on a lattice point in the affine lattice generated
by c1; c2 . The difference between the lattice coordinates of x and y is the difference
class �.x;y/.)

223

c2

c1

224

c2

313; 412; 421
c1

314; 512; 521
c1

112; 121

4.3.3 The homology We take our chain complexes with Z=2Z coefficients. Our
first observation is that the rank of the homology of the chain complex above is 4.
This follows from Theorem 2.20 above, together with the fact that rk bHFK .K; 1/D 4.
This latter fact can be seen in many ways and follows, for instance from the fact that
83 is an alternating knot of genus 1 for which the top coefficient of the Alexander
polynomial equals �4. (According to [23, Theorem 1.3], for alternating knots, one has

rk bHFK .K; i/D jai j;

where ai is the i –th coefficient of the symmetrized Alexander polynomial �K .T /D

a0C
P

i ai.T
iCT �i/.) Now the homology of each of the 2 subcomplexes in the top

row of the diagram is Z=2Z; indeed, each complex has a single generator. This takes
care of a 2–dimensional subspace of the 4–dimensional homology. As for the rest of
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x;y

c1

'

Figure 4.7: The push-off of x;y into the handlebodies yields a curve zx;y

living in the complement of R1 . In this example, zx;y is homologous to c1 .

˛1

˛2

˛3

ˇ1

ˇ2

ˇ3

1

2

1
2

3

1

2

3

4
5

Figure 4.8: The diagram for R2
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the homology, note that the subcomplex generated by 112; 121 must have even Euler
characteristic while the subcomplexes generated by 314; 512; 521 and 313; 412; 421,
respectively have odd (in particular, nonzero) Euler characteristics. The only way
for this to happen is if the 112; 121 subcomplex is acyclic and the homology of the
remaining two subcomplexes is Z=2Z. Summarizing, the sutured Floer homology as a
relatively H1.S

3 nR1/ graded group is:

Z=2Z

c2

c1
Z=2Z

c2

Z=2Z
c1

Z=2Z

4.3.4 The results for R2 Figure 4.7 shows the Heegaard diagram for R2 . The
resulting chain complex has 8 generators, whose relative gradings are given in terms
of the basis d1; d2 of Figure 4.1 as follows:

212
d1

d2

213

d2

312
d1

d2

313

d2

422; 521
d1

423; 121

As above, the rank of the sutured Floer homology for S3.R2/ is 4. Since the Euler
characteristic of the subcomplexes generated by 422; 521 and 423; 121 are even, the
sutured Floer homology is given by:

Z=2Z

d2

d1
Z=2Z

d2

Z=2Z
d1

Z=2Z

4.3.5 Distinguishing the groups Having calculated the sutured Floer homology of
S3.R1/ and S3.R2/ as relatively graded groups, it remains to distinguish them.

We first remind the reader what it means for two collections of groups graded by relative
Spinc –structures to be isomorphic.
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Definition 4.1 Two relative Spinc –graded groups

SFH.M1; 1/D
M

s2Spinc.M1;1/

SFH.M1; 1; s/;

SFH.M2; 2/D
M

s2Spinc.M2;2/

SFH.M2; 2; s/;

are isomorphic (which we denote SFH.M1; 1/Š SFH.M2; 2// if

(1) there is an isomorphism f �W H 2.M1; @M1/!H 2.M2; @M2/ and a bijection
� W Spinc.M1; 1/! Spinc.M2; 2/ such that the diagram

Spinc.M1; 1/�H 2.M1; @M1/

��

.�;f �/
// Spinc.M2; 2/�H 2.M2; @M2/

��

Spinc.M1; 1/
�

// Spinc.M2; 2/

commutes, where the vertical arrows are induced by the action of H 2.Mi ; @Mi/

on Spinc.Mi ; i/; and

(2) there are isomorphisms gsW SFH.M1; 1; s/ ! SFH.M2; 2; �.s// for every
s 2 Spinc.M1; 1/.

If f W .M2; 2/ ! .M1; 1/ is an equivalence, then Theorem 2.16 indicates that
SFH.M1; 1/ Š SFH.M2; 2/. In this case, f � and � in Definition 4.1 are both
obtained by pull-back along f . In addition, if f comes from the restriction of an equiv-
alence of Seifert surfaces .S3;R2/! .S3;R1/, then f�W H1.S

3nR1/!H1.S
3nR2/

preserves the Seifert form discussed in Section 4.2, ie a � b D f�.a/ �f�.b/.

Returning to our example, this can be made concrete as follows. Let us denote generators
for the 4 nonzero Floer homology groups of R1 (respectively R2 ) by xi (respectively
yi ), so that the Floer homology groups are given by

hx2i

c2

c1
hx1i

c2

hy2i

d2

d1
hy1i

d2

hx4i
c1
hx3i hy4i

d1
hy3i;

where h � i means the Z=2Z–vector space generated by �. Then, in order for
SFH.S3.R1// to be isomorphic to SFH.S3.R2//, there must be a bijection

� W fx1;x2;x3;x4g �! fy1;y2;y3;y4g;
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which is compatible with taking difference classes, ie �.�.xi/; �.xj //D f��.xi ;xj /

for some isomorphism f�W H1.S
3 nR1/!H1.S

3 nR2/. Since we assume that R1

is equivalent to R2 , the map f� must also preserve the Seifert form.

Suppose that such a � exists. Then we have

�.�.x1/; �.x2//
2
D f��.x1;x2/

2
D �.x1;x2/

2
D c2

1 D 2;

where squares indicate the pairing, under the Seifert form, of a class with itself. Thus
the difference of �.x1/ and �.x2/ is a class whose square is 2. Considering �.yi ;yj /

for every i ¤ j , we obtain 8 distinct classes

˙d1 ˙ d2 ˙ .d1C d2/ ˙ .d1� d2/;

whose squares are

2 � 2 � 1 1;

respectively. This shows that �.�.x1/; �.x2//D˙d1 . Similarly, the fact that

�.�.x1/; �.x3//
2
D f��.x1;x3/

2
D �.x1;x3/

2
D c2

2 D�2

implies that �.�.x1/; �.x2//D˙d2 . We have arrived at a contradiction. For on the
one hand

�.�.x1/; �.x2// � �.�.x1/; �.x3//D �.x1;x2/ � �.x1;x3/D c1 � c2 D 0;

while on the other we have shown

�.�.x1/; �.x2// � �.�.x1/; �.x3//D˙d1 � ˙d2;

and this latter pairing is nonzero, regardless of signs. This shows that SFH.S3.R1//©

SFH.S3.R2//, and hence R1 6'R2 .

Remark 4.2 Our argument shows that there does not exist an orientation-preserving
diffeomorphism of S3 which takes R1 to R2 . There is, however, an obvious orientation-
reversing diffeomorphism which sends R1 to R2 . To see this, simply reflect R1 across
the plane of the page, then rotate 180ı around a vertical axis through the middle
of the surface. The composition of the reflection and rotation is the aforementioned
diffeomorphism. Our result, then, can be interpreted as saying that sutured Floer
homology detects “chirality” of Seifert surfaces. On the other hand, it is an interesting
fact that the knot 83 is fully amphichiral.
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4.4 A few consequences

Proposition 4.3 R1 and R2 represent all equivalence classes of minimal genus Seifert
surfaces for 83 .

Proof By [15] the knot 83 has exactly two Seifert surfaces up to strong equivalence,
namely R1 and R2 . We have just seen above that these two surfaces are inequivalent.
The result follows.

Theorem 4.4 For any n � 1, there exists a knot Kn with free Seifert surfaces
fF0; : : :Fng, such that Fi is not equivalent to Fj for any i ¤ j .

Proof Take Kn to the connected sum of n copies of 83 , and let Fi be the Seifert
surface obtained by forming the boundary connected sum of i copies of R1 and n� i

and copies of the R2 . Note that we can perform n� 1 product disk decompositions3

to S3.Fi/ to obtain a sutured manifold which is equivalent to the disjoint union of
i copies of S3.R1/ and n� i copies of S3.R2/. Now sutured Floer homology is
unchanged under product decompositions (see [11, Lemma 9.13]), and under disjoint
union behaves according to the Künneth principle:

SFH.Y1 tY2; 1 t 2; s1 t s2/Š SFH.Y1; 1; s1/˝ SFH.Y2; 2; s2/

(where we work with Z=2Z coefficients to avoid any Tor terms). Using these facts
together with the calculation from the previous section, we can distinguish the number
of copies of R1 used to form Fi as follows. First, observe that rk SFH.S3.Fi//D 4n .
A generating set for the Floer homology of Fi is given by n–tuples xj ym , with
j D fj1; : : : ; jig, mD fm1; : : :mn�ig and jl ;mk 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g. The n–tuple xj ym

corresponds to
x1

j1
˝ � � �˝xi

ji
˝y1

m1
˝ � � �˝yn�i

mn�i
;

where xl
jl

(respectively y l
jl

) is one of the 4 generators of the sutured Floer homology
of the l –th copy of R1 (respectively R2 ) used to form Fi . The difference classes
associated to the generators are then given by

�.xj ym;xj 0ym0/D �.xj1
;xj 0

1
/˚� � �˚�.xji

;xj 0
i
/˚�.ym1

;xm0
1
/˚� � �˚�.ym1

;ym0
1
/;

with �.xjl
;xj 0

l
/, respectively �.yjl

;yj 0
l
/, being one of the 8 distinct differences

˙cl
1; ˙cl

2; ˙.c
l
1C cl

2/; ˙.c
l
1� cl

2/;

3A product disk decomposition is a surface decomposition along a properly embedded disk which
intersects the sutures in exactly 2 points.
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respectively

˙d l
1; ˙d l

2; ˙.d
l
1C d l

2/; ˙.d
l
1� d l

2/:

Here, as throughout, the upper indices on cl
k

(respectively d l
k

) are used to denote an
element in H1.S

3 nFi/ which comes from the l –th copy of R1 (respectively R2 ).
Finally, we note that the Seifert form on H1.S

3.Fi//Š Z2n splits as a sum,

QFi
DQR1

1
˚ � � �˚QRi

1
˚QR1

2
˚ � � �˚QRn�i

2
:

Now suppose that Fi is isotopic to Fk for some i ¤ k . As in the previous section,
this implies that there is a bijection between generators

� W fxj ymg �! fzxj zymg;

which is compatible with an isomorphism f�W H1.S
3 nFi/! H1.S

3 nFk/ which
preserves the Seifert form. We use � to distinguish generators for Fk from those for
Fi . Abusing notation, for k 2Z let kD fk; k; : : : ; kg denote the vector of any length,
all of whose entries are k . We have

�.�.x1y1/; �.x2y2//
2
D f��.x1y1;x2y2/

2
D �.x1y1;x2y2/

2

D .c1
1 C � � �C ci

1C d1
1 C � � �C dn�i

1 /2 D 2n:

It follows that

�.�.x1y1/; �.x2y2//D ı1c1
1 C � � �C ıkck

1 C �1d1
1 C � � �C �n�kdn�k

1 ;

for some choice of signs ıl ; �l 2 f�1; 1g. Indeed, these are the only elements in
H1.S

3 nFk/ of square 2n which arise as differences of generators. A similar analysis
shows that

�.�.x1y1/; �.x3y3//D ı
0
1c1

2 C � � �C ı
0
kck

2 C �
0
1d1

2 C � � �C �
0
n�kdn�k

2 ;

as these are the only elements in H1.S
3 nFk/ of square �2n. We claim that the signs

must agree in both cases; that is, ı0
l
D ıl and �0

l
D �l for all l . To see this, observe that

f� , in addition to preserving the Seifert form, must preserve the intersection product on
H1.S

3 nFi/ inherited from H1.Fi/ (equivalently, f� must be a symplectomorphism
of the symplectic vector space H1.S

3 nFi IR/). Denoting this product by \, we have

�.x1y1;x2y2/\ �.x1y1;x3y3/

D .c1
1 C � � �C ci

1C d1
1 C � � �C dn�i

1 /\ .c1
2 C � � �C ci

2C d1
2 C � � �C dn�i

2 /D n:
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On the other hand,

�
�
�.x1y1/; �.x2y2/

�
\ �
�
�.x1y1/; �.x3y3/

�
D f��.x1y1;x2y2/\f��.x1y1;x3y3/

D
�
ı1c1

1 C � � �C ıkck
1 C �1d1

1 C � � �C �n�kdn�k
1

�
\
�
ı01c1

2 C � � � C ı
0
kck

2 C �
0
1d1

2 C � � �C �
0
n�kdn�k

2

�
D ı1ı

0
1c1

1\c1
2C� � �Cıkı

0
kck

1 \ck
2C�1�

0
1d1

1 \d1
2C� � �C�n�k�

0
n�kdn�k

1 \dn�k
2

D ı1ı
0
1C � � �C ıkı

0
k C �1�

0
1C � � �C �n�k�

0
n�k ;

and this latter expression can equal n only when ı0
l
D ıl and �0

l
D �l for all l . This

proves the claim.

To complete the proof of the theorem, calculate

�.x1y1;x2y2/��.x1y1;x3y3/Dc1
1 �c

1
2C� � �Cci

1�c
i
2Cd1

1 �d
1
2C� � �Cdn�i

1 �dn�i
2 D i�n:

Since f� preserves the Seifert form, this should be equal to

�.�.x1y1/; �.x2y2// � �.�.x1y1/; �.x3y3//

D ı1ı
0
1c1

1 � c
1
2 C � � �C ıkı

0
kck

1 � c
k
2 C �1�

0
1d1

1 � d
1
2 C � � �C �n�k�

0
n�kdn�k

1 � dn�k
2

D k � n:

Since i ¤ k , the proof is complete.
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